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Intr oduction

Our Flesh of Flames - doused with Theodore Harris' staplemark  of upside-down
capital (of hell) buildings lynched from paper rooftops against black & white & yellow-
ish photo-captured martyrs, alongside Amiri Baraka's composition of rhetorical electrici-
ty - is, because of its heated charge, a fiery weapon for the masses of oppressed, aimed
at point-blank range against the eat-shit system of white supremacy and global injustice.

Baraka carefully juxtaposes letters across each canvas to form poetic captions in
the same way Harris uses photographs and newspapers. Both works function as col-
lages; abstract constructions compiled of otherwise independent components: an alpha-
bet and media debris. 

Perhaps the most striking quality of Baraka's poetic captions is their ability not
only to interpret, but to respond, and with earsplitting reality, to the calls made by the
flaming images that enkindle the page - a righteous and authentic application of tradi-
tional African call-and-response. In Remember Eric Smith, Harris calls on us to remem-
ber Eric Smith, the 21 year-old, unarmed, deaf, Black man from Illinois who was shot
and killed by a group of White police officers in front of his mother and grandmother.
Baraka responds with:

Hate Good   Love Evil 
Think They God   When They The Devil! 
That's why  
Everything  
Turned around! 

They got the whole 
World 
Upside 
Down!

FREE MUMIA!

In Strange Justice, Harris melts two distinct  worlds onto the page; a racist confed-
erate flag-waving mob of White protesters and; a gathering of black schoolchildren stand-
ing behind a very pronounced barrier waving the American flag. Baraka responds wi th:

AGGRESSIVE DOG SHIT

Teeth got Flags 

Imagine love] 
In an idiot's 

Brain
Or in it's blood 

If they “think” 
They the  

Same.

Baraka added, in a presentation of Our Flesh of Flames at Haverford College:

Anytime you see a confederate flag you should take it down. I don't want
you to get in any trouble, so first request that they take it down… And if
they won't take it down, well, Marx said “some things is done in the day,
some things is done in the night.” Jews would not let a nazi flag fly, so
why should we let that fly? Why should we stand for that?

Whether calling or responding, Baraka's words demonstrate why his timelessly
timely voice continues to function as the drum that beats generations of Beatniks,
Hipsters, Nationalists, Marxists, and Hip-Hoppers into and out of existence.

Only a few exits south on the turnpike from Baraka's Newark base, Harris, for
the past decade, has played a crucial role in dressing the concrete walls of Philadelphia
with behemoth and colorful murals dedicated to noble Black folks - transforming deso-
late blocks into paint-rolled libations to the ancestors. For Harris, each page is a wall,
somewhere in the world - beyond North Philly - standing with the signature of his blaz-
ing weapon penned across its impenetrable surface.

Harris' greatness is a consequence of more than just his extraordinary talent. He
has employed his collages as flaming weapons, and the themes he explores - capitalism
as religion,  horned devils with forty-one shots, plungers, nightsticks, and badges, the
hypocrisy of US foreign policy, and the nazification of America by an installed adminis-
tration - demonstrates not only his ability to fire the weapons, but to hit the mark; page
after burning page. 

In the upside-downess of occidental plutocracy, where money is love and work is
life, we are in the midst of a crisis of humanity - a state of emergency. Harris and
Baraka have responded in the most appropriate manner - with emergency art. We have
not witnessed such a revolutionary cohesion of poetic, illustrative, and political art
(albeit all art is political, even art that brands itself as apolitical, because it endorses the
dominant ideology) since Ernesto Cardenal and Armando Morales' Nicaraguan New
Time and Langston Hughes and Roy DeCarava's The Sweet Flypaper of Life.

Today we find ourselves - just as the Mau Mau or Palestinians, Tubman or
Assata, Lumumba or Nkrumah, Castro or Mugabe, Vesey or Turner, Gandhi or King,
Rodney or Garvey, Hani or Biko, X or Truth, Guevara or Newton - found themselves, at
the tipping point; the moment when everything must change - when a radical shift is
more than possibility, it is certainty. Our Flesh of Flames marks the literature of the peri-
od of the revolution.

M.K. Asante, Jr.
August, 2004



Vetoed Dreams (1995)

Teddy Harris' Work

Teddy Harris' work is the modernism of everyday perception and rationale. He
makes works from vouchsafes and unrealized dreams, lies and advertisements for the
nowheres. That is, he takes scraps of America North and threads them through his
truthoscopic sensibility, for instance, pieces of newspapers, headlines, images from the
diversity of our mostly grim experience, and he tells it to us again, and clearer.

Harris is a collagist, itself a modem form, and one that has been used to great
advantage in pinning the political tale on the donkey, or elephant (or corrupt tiger, as the
case may be, e.g. one of the greatest practitioners of the collage art for popular
advantage, that is, to tell the truth, was the German collagist Heartfield, who actually
pulled Hitler's tail during the waning years of democracy in Germany. Right-wing
politicians feared Heartfield (Herzfeld) because he used the collage to whack them
sharply across the face, and lips, revealing their lies and evil to the people).

Harris, still a young man, has entered the collage with an astonishing clarity of
form. The diverse pieces of reflected reality and unreality he thinks and pastes together
create new images, replenishing our knowledge of the known, or making us aware of the
unknown. There is a clarity and cleanness to his craftsmanship, which heightens the
ideational projection the image sprays at us. At times, visual image actually seems to
"say" out loud what maybe we know or need to know. Yet, he has put it together with an
impressive display of knowledge about the medium he is using. There are no sloppy or
half put together "slapdashes" which we must sympathetically take to the hoop with our
political sympathies. Harris is a fine "auteur" (as the film magazines say, meaning,
author, creator) And with this, the content, which, for me, is alwaysprincipal, emerges
bright and striking.

He tells about the peoples' struggles, world wide, against oppression and
exploitation. Our lives under racism and the twisted rule of capital. At times, the images
he thrusts at us are sharp enough to make us wince, with understanding and
recognition. Harris' work is fundamentally about consciousness raising, and this is what
art does. Mao says, "All art is propaganda, but not all propaganda is Art!" Harris' work
speaks to us truthfully, forcefully, and with great skill. You need to check it out!

AMIRI BARAKA 5/98



1999 Remember Eric Smith

Dis is THE CAPITAL of HELL

H. Box Brown
Was how I found
Out this mammy jamma
Was upside down.

Like H. Rap later
Box had to split

From the subjugator
& they slavery shit

God called Box
Allah called Rap

Told both of them
To get they hat

“Yall cant be around
This slave - master rat

“Hate Good   Love Evil
Think They God   When They The Devil!

That’s why 
Everything 

Turned around!

They got the whole
World
Upside
Down!

FREE MUMIA!

Remember Eric Smith (1999)



WeWear Our Flesh Like Flames (1999)

B R I TA N N C I A S AY S T HERE IS NO EX PL A NAT ION OR USE FOR LA UGHTER

Burn Baby

Father

Mama

God

Upside down 

In Dis

The Tarzan            

Doo Doo                  

House

The Capital

You 

Dig?)

The Spanish word

For Sad

Is Dolor

The Christian word

For

Dolor

Is

Buck

The Anglo - Saxon

Word

For Love

Is

Fuck



Betrayal (1999)

“CHRIST was never in
Europe!”

( sd Carmichael )

(Neither  was

Krishna

Muhammad

Nor

Buddha!)



Meditations for Betty Shabazz (1998)

What street is this?

What this is that?

Oh greed is not just a cry

It leaved him to fly

The Beast name 666

Rules the world

With Billion Karats

A Billion sticks

But if you see

& ask the question

Elegba

Put you on 

The

Good  

Foot

You got Brother Malcolm’s

Multiplying history

Like the river you cross

Is signed 

With a kiss

(to celebrate

the Death

of Dis!) 



Dialo’s Blues are Our Blues (1999)

Dialogue w/ Noise

Can the Devil
Explain Evil?

Why?

You think
It’s

Interesting?



The Hacking of Officer Volpe (1999)

THE HACKING OF OFFICER VOLPE

One night Louima met the Devil

& his night club club night one night

Diallo Guinee boy met the Devil & The Devil killed him and more nig

One night Africa met the Devil.

One night Human cdnt cop the Devil

had Cop ped  

One night there was no Devil only

Imperialism & National Oppression

One day racist niggers were ‘white’
But anyway teeth salute

One night day was in the past

& any thing left had to come out the

devil’s ass. One ass a night pee

one nut hung the cross of revelation.

One volcanic address the horse over der

The one face – the one crystal murder

What is them Horns He got

& what that insane hardo-nee



Led Away to Decay (1998)

1998: LED AWAY TO DECAY

Eating the Devil’s cloth under Guard

Inside the horror stall story, the goree bushmens torture chamber

Ruled mover ugly with disease   the stump ghoul of everywhat is

Lock us in they frame of Sin, for the Devil is gone & stinks.. with NOT

Open the every when let human come in. The one ugly dumb tooth

Slow to evaporate steel teeth murder lust POWof the doo doo

Unclean ray dis light freak charm cha, waste did ring

It’ s shine of under spook dead help slavery Africa Whore. Hey!

This time enema works for the red ness of where evil went

A woman a man a animal Klan totem pointed Sub tract

Corpses talking corpses calling  Crawling White Steps
Eye-ball our Street

{The flag is crazy for what it be

simple color being the

flag not crazy it’s the



Collaged Eulogy for James Byrd, Jr. (1998)

1998 Collaged Eulogy for James Byrd, Jr.

Inside out

Flag is they north 

Death is it’s sport

You where, ain’t you?

If you should own

Blood, if you are

God or are one 

Of his

Children-

& you can ask

him, inside

the Crack House

of the church

Proud of your murders

By the dungeon of devils

Hid behind the flag

Can you hear the Slurping

Like birds chirping, after the

Harmonica blows, & bombs are

Dropped on foreign niggers. Dark

Er niggers. Death mailing hate

666

He don’t

Inhale He

don’t

come



Collage Eulogy for Amadu Diallo (1999)

1999 COLLAGE EULOGYFOR AMADOU DIALLO

My memory
Is you memory

``endless flag
pretty blue

done split
done gone
away

from under water
rose we

in it
self

had be’d
a flag
of death

2
Everything

Sick poison
Gas is dawn

Got a click teeth
Our space Death you cover
Candy time. Holiday
Cupid coffin Puck you
No longer let it kill I

Back. Them. Fire.
Shoot. Stab them with

They filth   can’t swing
Don’t sway    that’s why

They try to kill us
This way



Strange Justice (1995)

AGGRESSIVE DOG SHIT

Teeth got Flags

Imagine love]
In an idiot’s

Brain

Or in it’s blood
If they “think”

They the 
Same.



The Bible and the Gun (2000)

“The Most Ignorant

MAAFAA*

On the Planet!”

Is

A Title

That’s why you see

Him

Smiling!

*Mafaa = Swahili for Holocaust
Greek   Oedipus (Lame MF)
Afro-American   Motherfucker



Resistance to Repression (1999)

UNWE

Boy & Tarzan
Equal
Two

Subtract
The woman

2 equal 
Nun

Baby bybyed
out

they butt

we Jesus
Jesus Christ

It Black
as

Sut



Our Bones Have Numbers on Them (2000)



The Cross, the Gun, Necklacing and Black People (1998)

Dis Firmative Negrossity

Dead Ass Spooks’Spook Spooking

It’s some spooky shit
The ghost resembled

A coon

Or

The Nigger that
Work for

The Beast

Might even can
Carry

A tune



Seize the Time (1995)

SEIZE THE TIME

If you come out
The tree

& get caught
by the beast

w/ his 666
shooter

up against
yr knot

say to yrself
Oh, Beast    you is

Not a human
& never will be

Alas 
Yr most progressive

Odor is name Giuliani
& we trying to get

an antidote       for that



HUNTED EVERYWHERE: COLLAGING THE CAPIT OL,
MANIFEST O

This was the house of liberty, and it had been built by slaves. Their backs had ached
under its massive stones. Their lungs had clogged with it mortar dust. Their bodies had
wilted under its heavy load-bearing timbers. They had been paid only in the coin of
pain. Slavery lay across American history like a monstrous cleaving swordbut the
Capitol of the United States steadfastly refused to divulge its complicity, or even slav-
ery’s very occurrence.

From: The Debt What America Owes to Blacks by Randall Robinson

I‘ll begin by discussing my use of one of the symbols of our republic, the United
States Capitol building, and the effect poetry has had on my work. When people ask me
why do I turn the image of the U.S. Capitol building upside down in my collages, as if it
were a bomb, my short answer is: “It’s upside down because they’re upside down.” As
an example of this upside-downess, I can easily point to the 2000 Presidential election
of George W. Bush by the Supreme Court and NOT THE PEOPLE! (I can’t think of
anything more upside down than that). But before I could make these kinds of state-
ments in my work, there were visual artist such as Charles White, Diego Rivera, Melvin
Edwards, Romare Bearden, Hale Woodruff, Africobra, Elizabeth Catlett, John
Heartfield, Vincent Smith, Juan Sanchez, Jacob Lawrence, and writers such as Sonia
Sanchez, Lamont B. Steptoe, James Baldwin, Audre Lorde, Amiri Baraka, Pablo
Neruda, Ernesto Cardenal, Haki Madhubuti, Frank Chipasula, Dennis Brutus and David
Diop who taught me how to maximize the power of the metaphor; thus enabling the
viewer to go look beyond the surface.

David Diop, a poet writing in the time of the Negritude literary revolution, wrote
in the poem For a Black Child: “In the land where houses touch the sky /In the land
where hands are laid on the Bible /But the Bible is not opened.” Diop wrote these clear-
visioned words in response to the lynching of fifteen year old Emmett Till, who was
killed in Money, Mississippi in1955 by two white men for ‘wolf whistling’at the wife
of the murderer Roy Bryant and step-brother J. W. Milam, who never served a day in
jail for the crime. Professor Clenora Hudson–Weems has written a detailed account of
the Till case in her book, Emmett Till the Sacrificial Lamb of the Civil Rights
Movement.While reading the book, I came across a photograph which is what I’d call
the perfect picture of irony. The photo is of Mamie Bradley, Till’ s mother, with relatives
and a Bishop climbing the steps of the capitol building. They are pointing at the capitol
with a look of hope on their faces. They seek justice and democracy in a country that
has not outlawed lynching! Great artists, such as David Diop, record the time in which
they live. I do this with visual art, to make social commentary in a visual language.

Whenever I’m watching the news on television being reported from the nation’s
capital, Washington D.C., the reporter’s backround always has the U.S. capitol building
consistently in the frame, set design, in the theatre of white supremacy.As I watch, I
hear the words from a Sonia Sanchez poem titled “right on: white america:”

this country might have been a pio/neer land once. / but there ain’t no mo indi-
ans blowing custer’s mind with a different image of america. /this country/ might
have/needed shoot/outs/daily/once. / but. there ain’t/no mo real/ white/ allameri-
can bad/ guys. just. u & me. blk/ and un/ armed. this country might have been
pioneer land once. and it still is. check out the falling gun/ shells on our blk/
tomorrows.

After reading this consciousness-raising poem, I felt as if I was being hunted
everywhere. I had to check out my surroundings, where was I being hunted?
Why was I being hunted? For how long? What I found out was that the bricks of
our black and red bones built this country’s capital and its capitol (From then on
I knew I had to strike back with the only weapon I had – art.) With my pen or
scissors I would avenge the senseless deaths of my ancestors, I would indict
America in the courtroom of my own opinion: HERE IN THESE UNITED
AGAINST US STATES WHERE INTERROGATION ROOMS NEVER
CLOSE, POLICE AT THE MT.CALVARY CORRECTIONALFACILITY PUT
SILENCERS ON CRUCIFIXION NAILS, BEAT US INTO INTERSTELLAR
SPACE WITH WET TELEPHONE BOOKS, GIVE RECTAL EXAMINA TIONS
WITH TOILET PLUNGERS IN THEIR PRECINTBATHROOMS!

I look at the history of this country and our involvement in it as African-Americans,
always struggling to get from under the slave ships, the whips, the chains, the prisons
and the nightsticks, the Patriot Act police, who facilitate the “The nazifacation of
America” (Toni Morrison’s phrase), by detaining independent thinkers in jails of charac-
ter assassination. Rulers, with bombs & bullets of imperialism aimed at un-armed pro-
testers, fire-hosed with the slobber of barking dogs! It is because of this I became a con-
frontational collagist, engaged in visual warfare, decolonising the mind with collage. For
my question is, who is going to fight in the visual arts or literature against the mayor—
gargoyle—Gullianis’s of the world, who have made it clear that our vetoed dreams don’t
count? as Amiri Baraka says:

Every day what becomes clearer and clearer is the desperation of this system.
The United States bourgeoisie reminds me of a man running away from a lion,
who keeps throwing out pieces of meat until finally his little bag is empty and
the only piece of meat left is himself.

And, in the words of Ngugi WaThiongo:

Art is more powerful when working as an ally of the powerless than it is when
allied to repression. For its essential nature is freedom. While that of the state is
restriction and regulation of freedom.

Both Ngugi and Amiri’ s points are further illustrated in the April 2003 issue of Harpers
Magazine which reported that:

On January 27, 2003, a tapestry of Pablo Picasso’s epic painting Guernica that
hangs at the entrance of the Security Council of the United Nations in New York
City was deemed an inappropriate background for press briefings about the pos-
sibility of a war in Iraq. It was therefore draped.

These actions by the state only confirm to me that I’m aiming my combative collages in
the right direction. I now see my work functioning as visual poetic essays. When folks
view my work, I want them to come away with the strength to keep on, holding on, to
these weapons of struggle. I create this for people to use in the war against racism, as a
Molotov-cocktail in the class struggle. This is the fight Lamont B. Steptoe calls “low
intensity war” in which we battle everyday for our lives and the lives of our children,
under a government of dangerous philistines.

In my most recent work, to further articulate America’s imploding on itself I
have inverted the image of the Pentagon building, turning it into a wounded guillotine.
The function of my art is to expose the reality of our lives, exiled within exile.

Theodore A. Harris
Slide Lecture
Delivered October, 16 2002
Stanford University



On the Throne of Fire After Somebody Blewup America (for Amiri Baraka) (2003)
2am, September 11 (2001)



Arriving with Orders from Shaka Sankofa (Gary Graham) (2003)

Appeal to the Secretary of the Lower Intestines (2003)



Collage for a Phony War (2003)Drowning in Bones and Flames (2002)        



Poet of Resistance Lamont B. Steptoe (2002)

Sonia Sanchez and Lamont B. Steptoe Poets Against War (2002) 



Pentagon as Wounded Guillotine (2004) They Put Silencers on Crucifixion Nails in the Theatre of Conquest (for Paul Carter Harrison) (2004)



Capital Gains (1995)

Police .45 666 Shooter (2004)



On the Heel of Famine (for Tony Medina) (1998)

Our Prize Fighter Paul Robeson (1998)



A Target in the Theater of the Backward (1999)

Jessie Jackson and Black People (1989)



The Long Dream (1995)

Bout with Patriotism (1995)



Mt. Rushmore as Guillotine (1998)Floating Devil (1998)



A Dying Colonialism (2005)



In Defense of Thomas Jones (2002)


